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Oak Tree Times
All the news that’s t for camp….

Methane Gas: What Is It and What Is It
Doing?
In my previous articles, I talked a lot about global warming, what the e fects
are, and what is being done to stop it. But I have gotten two questions, and for this
article I will be answering one of them. In my next article, I will answer the other.
Question: “Can you please explain to us the methane’s e fect on global
warming” - Tim Cole-French.
Answer: This is a pretty hard question to answer, but I will do my best.
Methane is a gas that can basically cause a loss of steady oxygen, which can lead to
su focation, dizziness, nausea, weakness, headache, and loss of consciousness . In
terms of global warming, the methane gas is considered a greenhouse gas.
This gas has been found to be 33 times as harmful to the atmosphere,
compared to every ton of carbon dioxide. So, in short, methane is not good; it is
considered the second most harmful greenhouse gas. It is emitted in many ways: from
cow burps (yes, a cow’s burp), other natural gases from cows, agriculture, plowing soil,
and allowing vegetables to rot. To sum it all up, methane’s e fect on global warming is
that it absorbs the sun’s heat, making our atmosphere warmer. The reason why it is
listed as the second worst greenhouse gas is because of its ability to absorb the heat so
well. That’s why it’s so dangerous to our atmosphere; because as long as it’s up there, it
will just keep absorbing heat very fast, and everything will just keep getting warmer.
Tim, I hoped this helped to answer your question, and thank you for asking!
To all my readers, make sure to tune in next time… One nal thing however, I have
decided to only write this article once or twice a week. So, these articles may not be as
consistent as usual, and I apologize… ~ Madison M.
THE PET WIZARD
This is pathetic… I got three things from “Robert,” who by the way, I
came up with. Yes,I was the one who put that stuff in the “Lots O’
Pups” folder just because he is my friend and I like to mess with him.
So NO MORE Robert. I will not be putting things that are from
Robert into other people’s folders. The problem is that today I got
something from Veleded, who I hope is not another Robert. I will not
be showing his/her question. I do have a legit question though. It is:
“Why do elephants have those tusks? Why do rhinos have
those horns?” Elephant tusks are basically made out of the same stuff as teeth. Did
you know that some elephants have a third tusk, embedded deep inside their head? Tusks
are used for defense against potential enemies, such as tigers (who only attack the young
because of this). Rhino horns are made out of the same material as your hair and your
fingernails. Some kinds of rhinos use their horns for self defense. Rhinos also use their
horns for guiding younger rhinos and showing them where to go, and for digging into the
ground, and for attracting other rhinos. -The Pet Wizard
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POTLUCK TODAY!!!
COME ONE COME ALL!!
What If? 4

What if there was no such thing as chocolate?
Gasp! Personally, I wouldn’t mind. But there
are people who don’t like the taste of milk.
They eat milk chocolate to get milk they need.
There are other people who love chocolate.
Imagine not being able to see it ever again and
certainly not be able to eat it. Here’s a fun
fact, more people like milk chocolate than dark
chocolate, but back to the chocolate no no’s.
Many people would lose their favorite food (as
I said). And the book Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory would have to be rewritten. Another
fun fact, I know at least six people who really
don’t like the taste of chocolate. Okay, Gotta
go.
-What If People...
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Trump Junior Breaks the Law
In the aftermath of the controversial 2016 Presidential
Election, even more evidence of Russia’s involvement in this
American election comes to light. It has recently been
discovered that Donald Trump’s son, Donald Jr., is guilty of
having met with Natalia Veselnitskaya, a Russian Lawyer.
Because this information is very new, it is unclear if the
intentions surrounding this meeting are illegal or not. There has
been much speculation that Trump’s campaign received dirt on
Hillary Clinton from Russian intelligence. This would be just
another example of election fraud by the Trump campaign.
Trump Jr. claims that the meeting was for
“information helpful to the campaign.” This claim was made in
response to New York Times saying that he “was promised
damaging information on Hillary Clinton.” According to
Business Insider, Kellyanne Conway (Counselor to President
Trump) first denied that meeting ever happened. Now, she is
saying that she was not at liberty to discuss that meeting, and
that it was about nothing political, but an adoption. When an
ABC reporter asked why is had remained secret all this time,
she said that “some of the disclosure formed have been
amended since that time.”
While there has been much speculation about whether
or not election fraud took place, nobody has been blamed or
prosecuted, but all evidence refuted. Former FBI Director
James Comey had been looking into the validity of this
election, but he was fired by Trump. To me, proving all the
claims of election tampering. In the end, whether or not there
was election tampering, it is important to remember that Trump
will be our president for the next few years.
By Maya Bock
The Video Game Review Guy
Hello, once again! Man, I am running out of
greetings. But that is of no consequence, as I have a game
to review (as usual): Full Of Stars! This is an iOS app that
was pretty recently made. Being fairly new, this app has
some bugs; it tends to crash at, oddly, the most important
points in the game and it’s a pain to get it to work again. It
is made by ArsTheana and you can nd a link to it here
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/full-of-stars/id1078612182
?mt=8
If you want to try it out for yourself, I recommend brushing
up on your ight skills.
And now the notes in my folder. First: What’s a
good, funny videogame? From the “funny dude”. Second:
Is there a videogame for making cars? For learning to
drive? In response to both, your questions will be
answered in the next article, as this one is now over.
Goodbye!
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Come Away from me Review
Come From Away is a broadway musical about 6,700
people who came to a town in Newfoundland, Canada, on 9/11,
doubling its tiny population and creating chaos. When the Twin
Towers and the Pentagon were hit by
planes flown by terrorists, all the
airports shut down, meaning any
planes coming in that day could not
enter the US. Therefore, thirtyfive
planes landed in the large airport in
this town. Come From Away focuses
on a few people who experienced it,
some of them who came on the
planes and some who lived in Newfoundland. It is a true story.
There are funny parts, like when a vet from the
Canadian town sneaked onto one of the thirtyfive planes to get
the animals underneath and found two endangered monkeys,
one pregnant, one who threw his own poop around. But there
are also serious parts, some which almost made me cry. The
songs and words are loud in sound and in feeling and they stick
with you for a long time.
In a time where lots of immigrants are being denied
entry to the US, the fact that the tiny town in Newfoundland took
in thousands of people without thinking twice is pretty amazing.
It carries a really strong message especially at this time. It
shows to welcome everyone with open arms and that things can
get better after a crisis. It’s certainly not the same Broadway
you’re used to.-Ella Lipsitch

The real random column
Hello fellow caapetens. today i will write about some
things people did when they did not have refrigerators.
One thing they did was made their dogs drool on it to
make it wet. Second, you could throw it into the ocean
and make Michael Phelps get it. Third, you could make a
ladder to outer space were it is cold. Fourth, you could
slap your friend in the face until they pass out and put
the food in his mouth. Fifth, you could make a
refrigerator out of clay.

The rant column

Today I am ranting about baseball and why it is a bad
sport. It is soooo boring because it makes no sense no
one gets injured. Also, it is so long. It never ends; it can
last three days and there is no time limit. They never
make physical contact; in games like lacrosse and
football the players get up in people's faces and tackle
them and check them and break their bones. Sports like
football are so easy to follow and if somebody in
baseball hits a ball and the pitcher gets it they are out,
they don’t even get a chance. By Will Hollister
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Tag
Hi, I’m Sol! I was tagged by Marie Jasmine Churchill. I’m thirteen years old, and going into 8th grade. This year for classes I am
taking: Contemporary Dance, Lit Mag, Jazz 2, Hip Hop, and Afro Caribbean Dance. I've been going to CAAP for about 3 or 4 years.
I’m going to tag Hallie Zenga-Josephson!

There have been some pretty amazing noontime shows, and I’ve been here for four years, but I must say this is
one of the best I’ve seen. It was hosted by Pell, Micah and Warren. First, Girls Rock Band did the best song I’ve
ever heard them play, “Fighter”. After that, Billy sang “Naughty” from Matilda. She was an awesome singer and
had a very good British accent, which is hard to achieve. (I know from listening to my friends try right after I’d
been to England, and from personal experience.) She got a standing ovation, the first of three! Next, Improv 1
did a scene in a hotel, and a gibberish translation on a boat. They both, especially the second one, had me
laughing really hard. Next we saw a slideshow of the great work Land Art has been doing. Fifth, Acting for the
Camera showed a hilarious video. I especially liked Colette's part. Second to last, Pell talked a little bit and
walked across the stage. It was really funny, and he got the second standing ovation that day. Finally, Nate
sang a heartwarming rendition of “Hallelujah”, earning the last standing ovation. Today was pretty great.

Slime

Hello! This is the first article of slime recipes. Today we are sharing a recipe we received in our suggestion folder. This
recipe is by Sophia Sousou It is called “The best blob of butter slime!” If you did not know, when you give us a
recipe you get 2 advantages!
1.You have a chance of having your slime be the giveaway slime!
2.We put your name into the cup twice giving you a better chance to win the giveaway!
Let’s begin the recipe!
Ingredients: (you can buy them all at Target)
1. One 4-oz bottle of Elmer's PBA School Glue!
2.
½ Tablespoon of baking soda!
3.
One Tablespoon of contacts lens solution! (you may need a little extra to make your slime less sticky)
4. Model magic about 1 handful!
Now on to the directions!
1. Pour the entire contents of the glue bottle into a medium sized bowl!
2. Mix in the baking soda!
3. Once the 2 ingredients are mixed up well, add the contacts solution! (add the contacts solution little by little)
4. If the slime is too sticky add 1 one more squirt of contacts solution.
5. Right now you should have regular slime
SLOWLY add the bits of model magic, mix and when the slime is one solid piece it is done!
HAVE FUN!!!
P.S.- you don’t have to add the model magic clay but… it won’t be butter slime without it!
P.S.S.-the giveaways happen every week and we pick the person and give them the slime every friday so put your name and locker number and floor in the
folder before then!
Well that’s our recipe of the day! See you next time with NARWHAL SLIME!
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Lots o’ Pups
Albert started rapping
like crazy. “My name is
Al and I will bow to
myself? Does that
rhyme? My shoes are
boring, and I will make
you deaf by snoring, hahaha. Start that beat! That sheet of
metal you see, is mine! Hee hee hee! I am old, but I won‛t die,
because they‛ve already heard my cry, OMG! OMG! And
those socks aren‛t comfy, cause those bunnies don‛t rhyme.
Why? I know. Now that metal you found, will turn your frown
upside down, oh no. Oh no. Now my slave hedgehog ran away,
is it dead? No way. Help me now. Help me now. I need you
right away, or Laila‛ll have to pay, oh yeah. Oh, yeah. Now
that machine I made, will bring me back to fame, they think
I‛m dead. I‛m not dead. Now I will live forever, teleport
away, time travel too, if you get me my Hedgy. Thank you. I
know I‛m crying. It‛s ok.” It was sad!!! I typed up my notes,
but my tears made chromebooks #1, #19 and #20
malfunction.So we started looking for Hedgey so I wouldn’t die.
And also so Al wouldn‛t be so sad.
NO!!! JUST NO!!! I’M THE CENTER OF ATTENTION!!!
We trudged through the woods, when we happened to see a
hedgehog. Two, actually. Their names were Herbert and the
big bad gulf. We came just in time to see the big bad gulf
scratch Herbert. The readers of the OTT gasped. Most of
their faces were pressed against screens. Some of their
faces were biting paper. And then some of them were
hanging cliffs. They were cliffhangers.
And then there was another hedgehog. That hedgehog’s name
was HeNO!!! YOU SAID WE COULD FINISH IT TODAY!!! IT WAS HELENA!!!
HOLDING A BABY HEDGEHOG NAMEDLAILA, I WILLTHE HEDGEAhhh, that‛s better. All I did was put Laila in
her crate.
Now, jump from the cliff to my folder.
I got a smiley face. The second one said “How
many pups are there RIGHT NOW??? -Pup
lover-” I could not figure that out. Sorry. The
next one said “WRITE A REALLY GOOD STORY!” I hope
that was good enough for you. Now back to robert: “I‛m
always watching you. - Robert” Ok. The pet wizard also
donated to me three irrelevant questions. “Who is your
favorite jazz musician?” No idea. “Is magic real though?”
Believe what you want. “Did/how did humans evolve from
monkeys?” Again, believe what you want. To Be Continued
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What if the Soviet Union Reunited Today?
November 7th, 2017 will mark the 100th anniversary of the
communist revolution in Russia. The "modern-day USSR" dissolved
in 1991, but what would the world be like if the Soviet Union suddenly
reunited tomorrow? What would the Soviet Union be like in the year
2017? To nd out let us begin by talking about the countries that used
to be part of the Soviet Union. The modern-day USSR would
encompass the entireties of Russia, Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus,
Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Georgia, Azerbaijan, Armenia,
Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Turkmenistan, and Tajikistan. This would
obviously make the modern day USSR a gigantic country, since
Russia itself is bigger than dwarf planet Pluto. The Soviet Union
would be bigger than Australia, Antarctica, South America, the Arctic
Ocean and the Southern Ocean combined! This makes The
"modern-day USSR" bigger than 3 continents, 2 oceans, and 1 former
planet. There would be 11 time zones throughout the "modern-day
USSR", which means that if it were noon in the westernmost part of
the country, it would be 11pm in the easternmost part. The soviet
population would be an enormous 294,837,000, which would place the
country in 4th place in terms of population, behind China, India, and
the United States. The majority of the population would be ethnically
Russian, at 46% of the population. There would be large minorities of
Ukrainians, Uzbeks and over a hundred other ethnic groups. 58% of
the population would speak Russian, and it would likely be the single
o cial language of the country.
The "modern-day USSR" would have to return to
Marxist-Leninist Communism if it were to truly reunite. The
Communist Party would be the only political party within the
country, and would have a humongous amount of power. Citizens
would be allowed to practice their religion privately or in places of
worship but any public displays of religion would be illegal. Despite
this, the country would be quite religiously diverse with 54%
Orthodox Christian, 3% Catholic, 24% Sunni Muslims, 3% Shia
Muslims, 12% Atheist, and 4% other religions. The capital of the
country would be Moscow, the capital of present-day Russia and the
largest city in the ‘modern-day USSR’. To add to the ve largest cities
in the country, we would add St. Petersburg, which would be
renamed back to Leningrad, as well as Kiev, Tashkent, and Minsk.
The economy would be reasonably large at $2.034 trillion USD,
making it the 8th largest economy in the world, behind India, France,
the UK, Germany, Japan, China, and the United States.
The "modern-day USSR" would spend $80.4 billion a year on their
military, the 4th largest budget behind Saudi Arabia ($87.2 billion),
China ($215 billion) and the United States ($600 billion). The
"modern-day USSR" would have a military force of 1,436,000 active
duty soldiers, and 2,884,000 reserve duty soldiers. This gives the
Soviet Union a potential size of 4,320,000 total troops in the event of
mobilization. The Soviet Union would also be the largest producer of
oil, ahead of Saudi Arabia and the United States at 12,966,000 barrels
every day. The United States and NATO would almost certainly be
hostile towards the modern-day USSR, so they would have to look for
other allies. These allies would most likely be today’s socialist
countries, Vietnam, Laos, China, Cuba, and North Korea. -Ben R.
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HERBERT THE HEDGEHOG PART 8
Herbert’s eyes widened as Helena
fell toward the ground. Helena’s face
did not look terri ied, though.
Instead she was laughing. Then she
hit the ground. Herbert shut his
eyes. He couldn’t bear to look down
at her, fearing she was hurt.

7/12/17

OPTICAL ILLUSIONS

Silence.
At last he heard her familiar voice. “Jump, Herbert!” she
yelled, smiling. “It’s fun! C’mon, let’s escape! The stupid dog still
thinks I’m up there!”
Helena was indeed right. The dog was still thrashing and
yowling and jumping and trying to claw the hedgehogs off of it. It
hadn’t even noticed Helena on the ground. Herbert knew his only
choice was to jump, but he still cowered up on the dog’s back.
“Close your eyes,” Helena instructed him. Herbert obeyed,
trembling. “Now count to three… jump!” Herbert leaped.
TO BE CONTINUED… ``

THE BASEBALLER
Hi, each day I write about a different baseball team and
the players who are injured. So if you want to hear about a
specific team, put it in my folder.

1. Stare at the dot in the middle for 10
seconds then look at a blank wall.

The red sox are (4937) which means they’ve won 49
games and lost 37.
Here are all the people on the red sox who are hurt:
Xander bogaertsBruised Right Hand
Roenis EliasRight Intercostal
Marco HernandezShoulder Surgery
Brock HoltVertigo (having episodes of dizziness and/or
sensations of spinning)
Eduardo RodriguezRight Knee Subluxation
Robbie RossLeft Elbow Inflammation
Josh RutledgeConcussion
Pablo sandovalLeft Inner Ear Infection
Carson SmithTommy John Surgery (surgery for an elbow,
named after a player)
Tyler ThornburgRib Surgery
Steven WrightLeft Knee Surgery
I LOVE BASEBALL THE BASEBALLER

The Riddle Column
Hi today I looked in my folder and found this:
NOTHING Please put something in our folder!!!!!!!!!!!
Anyway the answer to yesterday’s riddle was:The knight (night), the

2. Stare closely at the white picture for
20 seconds then look at a blank wall.

king, and the queen!

Today’s riddle is: Q: What has a face and two hands, but no
arms or legs?

P.S not photoshop
By: Zack Baum and Ben Rhyne

Can’t wait to see your answer’s in my folder!!
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Top 10 best animals (in opinion)

1.Dogs: They are so cute! Dogs are totally my favorite
animals of ALL TIME!
2. Cats: especially kittens. So nice and quiet.
3. Polar bears: their fur is so soft (That part I am
actually not sure of since I have never touched a polar
bear.)
4. Seals: So playful!
5. Jaguar.
6. Elephants: they are so loyal to their packs!
7. Hummingbird
8. Lion: Majestic,fierce, proud
9. Bunny: oh my word, they are so cute!
10. Horses: They are so much fun to ride!
-Gabriella Neves
aSk.CoM
Hiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!!!
Today we got 2 very interesting questions in our mailbox. One
said,
What is TOAD BREATH like?
Well my answer to that is……. (drum roll please)
I don’t know!!! Normally I would look myself, but I don’t know
where I would find a toad nor do I want to smell toad breath.
The other question was,
How many trees does it take to make 500
pages of white paper?
Well we did some research and we found out it takes up to 6%
of a tree to make 500 sheets of paper. In addition to that, the
OTT has used more than 5 trees every summer over the past
few years, except this year because it’s on the blog.:) :) :) :) :) :)
:) :) :) :) :) :) Byeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

The Truth About the Overlord Volume 7
Welcome back, I am terribly sorry for the delay but I had
to run off, far away to a different place. A safe place. Something
quite difficult to find when you are running from the most
dangerous man in the known universe. Of course even now I feel
like someone is watching me from over my shoulder. I am scared
of my own shadow, worried it might be his. Today I have one
answer for someone who had a burning question, now one of you
oblivious children has asked me “what gender is the Evil Overlord?”
He is currently a young man, basking in the glory of dominance and
evil that has fallen at his feet. No further questions. I have to find
him, and end this. Please, I need your help, I have an envelope with
my name on it outside the writing room. Write any locations that
you believe may help me find him, and end this. I beg you to assist
my search.
-Jane Derozan

Soccer
You should play soccer. It is a fun sport.You should
do moves to prevent the other player on the other
team to score a goal and youŕe trying to score. And
you are trying to get as many goals as you can. And
don’t use your hands!
- Patrick Lawson
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Ten Good Names for Pets!
1. Bailey-I think a dog should be named this.
2. Bella-I think a bird should be named this.
3. Max-I think a bunny should be named this.
4. Lucy-I think a snake should be named this.
5. Charlie-I think a frog should be named this.
6. Buddy-I think a hamster should be named this.
7. Rocky-I think a sh should be named this.
8. Maggie-I think a guinea pig should be named this.
9. Chloe-I think a gecko should be named this.
10. Lola-I think a cat should be named this.
By Serena Spagat

Art Classes
Do you like art? Art classes help
you learn how to do art. Art is so
awesome--once you get started.
You use your imagination the
entire way. Art carries you to
magic, colorful places!!!!! You can
create many things with art, like
food,drawings,paintings and much more. Why don´t you
paint or color this in?
-William Lawson

Colorado
Come far and wide, for the mountains
Only the Tallest mountains get the snow
Lightness wakes your morning sleep
One waits the adventure they seek
Ready for bed after a tiring day
Alway read for another adventur
Doing what they all like best
One day in Colorado
- By:Sydney Romer

Classroom Spies- Makeup (Part Two)
Today we spied on Makeup… Again! We got another
suggestion to write about the class makeup. We saw a
wonderful time lapse from them in the noon-time show
so we had to go back. The class plays music that ts
with their theme to get them started. Every week the
class follows a schedule. For the third week the schedule
was:
Monday: Wizard of Oz/ Wicked
Tuesday: Old Age
Wednesday: Old Hollywood
Thursday: Comic Book
Friday: Free Day
Thank you for reading! That’s all.
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